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Abstract of Master’s Thesis of Academic Year 2018

Enriching Social Learning Experience on FutureLearn
Platform for Japanese Rare Book Series Courses

Category: Action Research

Summary
In recent years, online learning platforms have become well-known as an online
education approach and been used globally. Online learning platforms help learn-
ers choose the courses or content they need or interested in and allow them to
create a virtual learning environment in which they can communicate with each
other as well as the course development team. This is a type of social learning
behavior that can allow students to take the initiative to get new knowledge on
their own without direction from tutors.

This paper’s research is on enriching the social learning experience for learners
taking the Book series course on the social learning platform FutureLearn. We re-
searched as facilitator in the course developing circulation and implemented three
actions based on the following approaches: Story telling, Provoking conversation,
and Celebrating progress. By designing the supporting material for multicultural-
learners who feel a lack of knowledge in cultural background of the course content,
we provided continuity between each step in the course using story telling. We
also improved how facilitators provided support to learners by encouraging them
to provoke conversation using prompts. Finally, we added a quiz at the end of the
course to help learners to get feedback from educators. This enriched the learners’
social learning experience by celebrating progress. After these actions were taken,
learners of the Sino-Japanese Interaction Through Rare Books course were able
to experience more from their social learning during the course as well as improve
communication with educators, facilitators, and peers from course.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

This chapter will discuss about the background of developing of MOOCs and
higher education involved, especially the current situation and MOOCs’develop-
ment in Japan. As well as clarify Keio FutureLearn’s role in the development
and goal that this research is contributed to.

1.1 Background of MOOC course development
University opens their education content as one of the educational service, which
can be regarded as Online University Education is worldwide developing in recent
years. In 1997, MERLOT was created by California State University firstly to
identify and provide access to online course materials for higher education which
are mostly free [12]. Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) stepped on the
first as developing online education in 2001. After the develop of a proposal on
financially sustainable online course dissemination, MIT and related committee
offered their high-quality educational materials to Internet as a result of redefini-
tion of relationship between academic institutions and society that it serves to [19].
In late 2010, America scholars and committees had new strategy on focusing more
on promoting open educational resources infrastructure into the education prac-
tice in the United States . More movement even involving federal governments
had been made to support open education research and the development of open
educational services.

Later on, Stanford University started to offer online course to public and was
welcomed by learner all over the world. Not only do they open the course contents,
but also provide certification for completion of the course. Educational service has
been accepted by more people and the concept of open online education has been
spread worldwide. In 2012, more institutions and community get involved with
providing open education service and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) has

1



INTRODUCTION 1.2 Japanese MOOCs development

been developed on a big scale. In February 2012,Stanford developed Coursera,
and in April 2012, Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard University
corporate on launch edX.

MOOCs platforms provide chances for learners all over the world to study more
within the higher education. It offers possibility for learners to study same course
without the limitation of place, time and as long as they have Internet they can
access the courses. This is a revolution on spreading knowledge and disseminate
of higher education. The role of universities became more close to the society
and is able to contribute more towards people. Besides, joining MOOCs and
deliver courses on the Internet can also help on the promotion of universities. By
spending the cost in developing course, university can both delivery knowledge
and promote themselves to learners worldwide. Instead of join the university in
real, and cost on administrative stuff, learners can accept the education content
from universities worldwide with various courses they are interested in. Currently,
Keio University does not join Coursera nor edX. Tokyo University joined Coursera
in February, 2013 and Kyoto University joined edX in May, 2013. The trend of
University education currently is not only deliver speech within classroom, but also
provide courses on the open massive online platforms, where shares information
and knowledge to various learners worldwide.

1.2 Japanese MOOCs development
Under the influence of Coursera, edX and other MOOCs platform as well as the
trend of online open education, Japan started to join the MOOCs in 2013 and
have the committee called JMOOC to administrate and help on developing the
online education. Including Tokyo University, Keio University, over 200 of univer-
sities and enterprise joined as partner and started to provide first course in April,
2014. With the development of mobile terminal devices, there are more and more
Japanese learners choose JMOOCs as one of the method to learn new knowledge.
Besides, according to the requirement from company, more salaryman choose on-
line course also to satisfied the need on acquiring new skills [10]. Target learner
is the most difference between American developed online learning platform and
Japan developed MOOCs platform. American MOOCs organization mainly pro-
vide courses for undergraduate and other students for taking more courses as they
are interested in, but in Japan, courses are mainly target at assisting self-study
and provide knowledge or skills to satisfied work needs. However, with the pop-

2



INTRODUCTION 1.3 About FutureLearn Platform

ularity of JMOOCs, more and more various learners will come and the structure
of learners will change again [9].

As course platform launched by Japan, JMOOCs mainly use Japanese for
course content, including course materials from Japanese University or enterprises
and educators are mostly talking in Japanese. Japanese have language barriers
when facing to the whole world, and only use Japanese limited the promotion
on JMOOCs to learners who cannot speak Japanese. As one of the member of
JMOOCs also, Keio university wants to provide a more flexible higher education
in the future, and spread Japanese culture worldwide. Therefore Keio University
chose to corporate with FutureLearn platform which is founded from British and
focused on social learning experience development educational platform. So that
working as a subproject in Global Education, Graduated School of Keio Media
Design, and started to provide courses not only in Japanese but also in English
which is able to deliver courses to learners all over the world.

1.3 About FutureLearn Platform
FutureLearn is a private company set up by Open University from 2012 which
provide free online courses for learners worldwide. This online learning platform
launched first courses in September 2013 and have 144 partners from all over the
world. The initial joiners of this platform including twelve top universities from
British and mainly known by European universities. [7] [3]

Currently FutureLearn has over 100,000 learners registered from all over the
world. To meet the needs from learners and promote higher education, Future-
Learn provided courses in a broad range. All of the courses are sort out into 13
different categories and learners join the courses mainly by using course materi-
als such as watching teaching videos, reviewing course related passages, taking
quizzes etc. And learners get interactions with each other as well as course devel-
opers (professors or tutors) mainly by leaving comments in each courses. Students
will get certificate after finishing the course and will have a academic certificate
as long as they paid for upgrading the status of course.

The launch of FutureLearn platform provided more education organizations
to get access directly to learners worldwide and learners have one more approach
to touch high level education. This interaction can enhance the education devel-
opment and enrich the learning experience for learners worldwide.

3



INTRODUCTION 1.3 About FutureLearn Platform

1.3.1 Keio-FutureLearn Project
Keio University is the only Japanese university running courses on FutureLearn
platform. Simultaneously, Keio-FutureLearn project started and researched as one
sub-project under Global Education project in Graduated school of Keio Media
Design. Keio started corporate with FutureLearn since 2015 and delivered first
course, Japanese Culture Through Rare Books, in July 18th, 2016. Currently
Keio has already launched 4 courses for several times (Figure 1.1), 3 courses are
undertaking and will all be launched before 2020.

Figure 1.1: Course launched by Keio FutureLearn team

Courses launched by Keio University can be categorized into 2 big range, one is
related with Japanese culture, including Japanese Culture Through Rare Books,
Sino-Japanese Interactions Through Rare Books and An Introduction to Japanese
Subculture and The Art of Washi Paper in JapaneseRare Books. The other is
about modern technologies and social topics, such as Understanding Quantum.
Among courses related with Japanese culture, there has a Book series course
which mainly talks about history using rare books collected in Shido Library
(KEIO Institute of Oriental Classics). For the developing courses, there are also
multi-content including modern culture as well as historical culture. One course
related with Japanese culture by introducing the history of paper appeared in
Japanese rare books will be launch soon.

4



INTRODUCTION 1.3 About FutureLearn Platform

1.3.2 Learners’Analysis In Keio FutureLearn
Considering to the existing courses, there are over 45,000 people joined who come
from 179 different countries. It can be seen from Table that every year Future-
Learn has new joiners took part in the courses and as Figure shows, FutureLearn
have diversity of learners come globally. The area with deeper color have more
joiners and it can be seen that most of learners came from Europe and America.
Since FutureLearn platform is based from British, learners from British are always
the most. Also as the developing country in online education, America have a lot
of learners become FutureLearn learners. Besides, Keio University is famous in
Asian university group, learners from Japan and China also have some proportion.

Figure 1.2: Joiners from different countries (Data from FutureLearn)

5



INTRODUCTION 1.4 Contributions

Table 1.1: Number of learners in FutureLearn platform (until May.26th, 2018)

Year Joiners
2016 24,152
2017 18,085
2018 3,654

1.3.3 Course structure in FutureLearn
Course developed in FutureLearn are organized under course structure proposed
by FutureLearn Development community. One course is organized by weeks, ac-
cording to the content, one course can be separated into 2 to 4 weeks. Inside one
week, there are several activities designed. Sometimes one week have around 4 to
6 activities. Usually one activity presents one topic, one activity is consist of 2 to
6 steps. There are different types of steps, including video, article, discussion and
quizzes. Averagely learners need to spend around 10 minutes to finish one step,
and there has a button at the bottom of each step page for learners to mark the
completion of each step. Course content are open to all learners during the launch
period, and learners can control the study pace by themselves. Some learners reg-
ister as learner before the course open, and join the study as soon as courses are
available. Some learners do not notice the course until the course start, so that
they join after the course started. In all, to provide the most convenient learning
experience for learners, course are designed well for different learners to get used
to.

To enhance the social learning and communication between learners and ed-
ucators is one of the key components in FutureLearn platform. Each step has
designed the function of comment and simple reply. Also there are social media
function designed in the course such as Like and Follow. This research is working
on design the social learning experience well combine the basic structure provided
by FutureLearn and will talk about the related functions in the following chapters.

1.4 Contributions
This research contribute to enrich social learning experience for course related
with Japanese history and provide solutions to solve the problem of multicultural
learners have deficiency on knowledge background and solution for facilitators to
conduct on assisting learners’learning experience.

6



INTRODUCTION 1.4 Contributions

Figure 1.3: Course page of Sino-Japanese Interaction Through Rare Books

Through the application of social learning theories and FutureLearn course
learning experience developing approaches, this research provide solutions for mul-
ticultural learners, who are interested in Japanese culture or want to communicate
with educators and learners in Japan, but do not know Japanese, on solving prob-
lems during learning on social environment and enhance the communication and
interactions between learners and educators. For facilitators who join the course
learning experience develop, this research contribute to solutions on actions to
help enhance interactions and motivate learners.

7
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Figure 1.4: Functions in FutureLearn Learning platform
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Chapter 2
Related Works

2.1 Overview on Social Learning
With the development of digital world, more and more online activities are build
up for different network users. As for online education, big scale network and
data provide convenience and benefits on enhance the flow of knowledge and
ideas across the geographical resistance. Since in the global and massive network
space, it is possible that many people online together at same time and many of
them are willing to solve problems for others. Even some professional questions
in special field could be answered under the help of others who is willing to solve.
Under this digital condition online learning became possible and able to fit into
the trend of development.

There are a lot of researches that proves social interactions are good for peo-
ple as a learner, but also there are many learners who don’t want to engage
socially, particularly online. According to the analysis on behavior of learners at
other MOOC platforms found, normally only around 10-20% of active learners
take part in forum discussions. They also generally only post a small number of
comments (around 5 posts a course average). To encourage learning motivation,
FutureLearn choose the approach of enhance social feature and all the interactions
happens in the platform are shared. Learners who are not willing to post initia-
tively should also benefit from vicariously learning from seeing others’question,
shared knowledge and discussed ideas. Like other social media platform, Twitter
use this open model so that everyone can see the conversations happen and join
the social interactions as long as they want. It creates an open and inclusive en-
vironment where ideas are shared through network without worries about other
joiners cannot see the content. Open and social become the right approach to
allow learners who are not willing to join social interaction learning and engaged
from others’social interactions. Also this model provide chance for them to join
the social interaction as soon as they want. FutureLearn choose social concept to

9



RELATED WORKS 2.1 Overview on Social Learning

develop the platform following this reason and the learning process based on this
open model is the social learning experience that FutureLearn wants to create for
learners.

Since there are over 100,000 people in FutureLearn, both for new learners and
for educators there has a challenge of massive information which is overwhelm-
ing to new comers on this platform. Also, how to help learners create intimate
connections with other learners, groups and educators is a challenge to design
and manage for this platform which is focused on social feature. For FutureLearn
online learning platform, encourage social connections is one method that prevent
engaged learner leaving out the course. During online distance learning, it is vi-
tal to build relationship with peers or educators so that the support from them
can help keep learners motivated and avoid let them feel alone or lack of help.
Moreover, trigger learners’motivation on sharing knowledge within groups is be-
lieved to be good for creating a closer relationship. As a social learning platform,
interaction and social sharing is the most important part. Instead of a platform
operating like broadcast system with one-direction relationship and the content
created for large scale learners, FutureLearn wants to get closer to learners and
help learners’get used to this social platform through knowledge sharing and
other learning activities.

To figure out the problem and enable social learning for learners, FutureLearn
designed the framework of the platform from different perspective of learning
methodologies.

2.1.1 Direct learning from others
• Link conversations to content

For current digital contents, they are designed to have “discussion”space
in the context and the interaction is integrated and visible. In this way
users can have a better quality on social experience since they not only get
the content but also share information about the content with others in
time. Thinking of this point, FutureLearn designed the framework of course
website as following:
Under this directly design, allows learners to write their feeling, notes and
ask questions next to the corresponding paragraph as long as they concurred
during the learning process. Moreover, for the video and audio or presen-
tation slides, exact timecode of these materials are provided so that bene-

10



RELATED WORKS 2.1 Overview on Social Learning

Figure 2.1: Framework of course with comment next to course content

fit learners on trace back to the question point and put forward questions
preciously. Also comments can be present by chronological order, reverse
chronological order and number of likes. In this way can help learners and
educators on filtering the comments as their need.
Learners and educators can have a direct view on which paragraph or topic
has more debate and interaction between learners and can join the conver-
sation initiatively as they like. For the learners who is not willing to post
comments during the course, they can also learned knowledge from the dis-
cussion directly when they are going through the content. For educators,
this design also become a important part to see which part of the course
caused most discussion, what kind of content is understood or not under-
stood by different kind of learners, so that they can answer questions on
time and react to the discussion as well [15] [22].

• Provide a personal activity feed
Other than seeing discussion around the course content, learners and edu-
cators are able to see the latest happening things by the design of course
activity feed:
Activity feed presents a list ordered by reverse chronological rules of all the
notes and replies made by the social relationship members. This design
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Figure 2.2: Activity feed with notifications listed

allows learners discover the content which they are interested in quickly and
randomly. Also will help questions be answered more rapidly as questions
are arranged to be appeared at the top of the list. Moreover, the framework
and design style created the similar experience as Twitter on capture people’
s focus and interests through the highlight and pick up of others’activities
.

2.1.2 Zone of Proximal Development
Zone of Proximal Development means learners learn new knowledge through in-
teraction and conversation with a more knowledgeable other.

FutureLearn organize social learning behaviors by allowing learners to “follow”
others and “be followed” within and across different courses, setting up groups
under the assist of mentor in different scale for learners to share knowledge during
a course or engaged them to work out course activities periodically.

The design of “following” is one of the social factor that build and enrich
social learning experience. Learners are allowed to follow any people they are
interested in and can have a general view of their latest activities such as their
posts, comments and replies or likes of others’posts. Also, learners can have a look
on who is following them and decide whether to “follow back”. As long as they
“follow back”, one “two-way relationship” is build up. This “follow relationship”
will not change with the course status, and many learners create connections
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with learners who has same course interests or similar choice on course categories.
This mechanism support learners to build up lightweight connections with other
learners and educators as well as filter interactions that only interested in topics
will be provided. Relationship can be start very casual and easy but go deeper
into developing potential study buddy among other learners and educators [17].

Figure 2.3: Building up connection in online activities

In the field of social learning, there are 4 possible individual relationships
which would be developed. First one is unidirectional connection, which means
get inspiration from the learner that you are following. And if the learner agree
to be followed and follow back, the second relationship, study buddy, is build
up. This is a bidirectional relationship which will also be kept even one course
finished. Other than the study buddy relationship, if someone can answer to some
questions and provide individual support to one learner, no matter it is voluntary
or paid, this relationship is called as tutor. The last one is called mentor, which
describes the relationship of one person support or teach many learners and build
connection with them who are interested in one common topic. Under this design,
within the course, learners can find the group where they can learn knowledge and
can get messages or feedback from mentors or educators.

System will tell learners about who has followed them and give suggestions on
who might have same interests with you according to the record on somebody have
answered your question or noted you in their comment or reply. No matter learner
follows other learners or educators, they are able to see their comments of things
or reply to questions in the active stream. This framework enhance the feature
of social and decrease the distance between each other learning on this platform.
Currently, FutureLearn is also working on providing the function of sending direct
private message so that learners can share more information that they don’t want
to post under public status. For this perspective, learners are encouraged to get
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Figure 2.4: 4 possible individual relationships

more interaction with other learners or mentors and also get more knowledge start
from their own interests. FutureLearn provides “follow”as a social function in
learning environment and enhanced learners find their learning buddy during the
study process. Learners get encouragement from the relationships and the network
build in FutureLearn also support their study and social learning. Moreover, for
the relationship with educators, learners would feel less distance if they can see
the social activities of educators appear in their activity stream. And the learners
would be more engaged by this connection happened with educators [11].

2.1.3 Orchestrated collaboration
Orchestrated collaboration means that there has a mentor whose role is to guide a
group of learners toward explore of difference or share understanding of knowledge.

FutureLearn applies the algorithm which tagged all learners by their interests
or by the mentor they are followed, therefore created Cohorts 2.0. For individ-
ual learners, activities and new posts from member in same cohort owns higher
priority to be presented in their feed. So as direct message from mentors but
listed according to the priority of mentors they followed. Under this design, every
learners can know others’activities and the burden of activity stream has been
decreased [20].

In learners’activity feed, system designed to be a prioritized activity list. For
the convenience of interaction, learners will see the latest update from the people
they are following, answers with high rate (more likes), notes made from mentors
and not answered questions as well. This activity feed created the atmosphere of
social learning and reduce the burden of learners on finding information on their
own. With reviewing the activity feed can learners get information to some extent
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about the content they are interested in and then continue with next step whether
to click in checking the detail or start a new topic among learning peers.

In mentors’activity feed, FutureLearn also designed one field called MY
MENTEES, which will prioritize present latest update from mentees in the same
cohort therefore create chance for mentors get more interaction with mentees and
enhance the connection on sharing learning knowledge [6].

2.1.4 Shared knowledge building
Shared knowledge building means that learners develop knowledge through inter-
action with peers around a shared representation.

In FutureLearn there are a lot of active groups existed in different courses.
These groups are formed automatically for the period of one activity. Every time
learners are allocated into different groups which may be randomly build up or
assigned by their interests, learning experience. They work together resisted in
one activity and form a new group with other people for another activity. In
this way can learners get in touch with as many as learners in a limited time
and also build connection with them faster. During co-work on one activity, more
interactions are enhanced and learners can sharing their knowledge as well as build
shared learning experience together.

There are two types of activity group. One is called On-demand activity group,
which describes groups that formed by a small number of learners who are online
at the same time and they are gathered to participate in one common activity.
The other is called Discussion in on-demand activity group, which is the formed by
the participators in one discussion specific to one topic in the course content [20].

Still FutureLearn is working on develop the mechanism for more group activ-
ities such as providing small groups activities that educators are able to define
the size of the group for a small simple discussion or providing peer review and
assessment function which can be happens within learning groups organized by
learners. In this way not only knowledge can be shared, learners will have feed-
back from their mentors and peers to support them better on continue learning
and find out more knowledge they are interested in initiatively [16].

2.1.5 Summary
Methodologies used in FutureLearn course learning experience design are focused
on assistant developing social learning experience. Social learning experience is
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constructed by both learning experience and interaction experience. For different
social learning situation, one or more of them will be applied. Basically, Di-
rect learning from others and Shared knowledge building are contribute to create
learning experience during study process. Zone of Proximal Development and Or-
chestrated collaboration are expected to help on creating interaction experience.

By application these methodologies on social learning as the instruction of
designing activities or materials, formative learning environment can be build up
for more learners to get involved with social learning experience. Sometimes it
is difficult to clearly clarify the component of design, but the key of contributing
to social learning environment is enhance the interaction between learners, learn-
ers and educators or facilitators, as well as being motivated by interactions and
learning progress.

2.2 Quiz design and evaluation in Social learning
platform FutureLearn

For social learning platform, other than providing visible materials for learners to
study, platform and organizations also provide quizzes as one approach to learners
as practicing and demonstration of knowledge that they have been exposed to.
Not only video and article materials, there also have quizzes set as one of the
activities in FutureLearn course.

2.2.1 The reason of setting quizzes in FutureLearn
Under the framework and principle decided by FutureLearn, quiz steps are ex-
pected to provide opportunities for learners to be able to check the understanding
of new knowledge and receive meaningful feedback or suggestions on their learning
progress. Quizzes also have the function to start conversation between educators
and learners, talking around one or several specific point of the content. Then
learners are able to check whether they have grasp the new knowledge as well as
applying knowledge to solve problems. Compared with off-line education, quiz
step works like the discussion inside one seminar or tutorial. This approach is
effective on questioning and convenient for online course learners on quick check
as well as getting feedback. Educators can also use this chance to guide learners
on thinking deeper and instruct learners to reconsider misconceptions they kept
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in mind. This behavior helps creating the experience for learners that feels like
doing a real tutorial online [8].

Also, in FutureLearn education platform, course experience designers inten-
tionally differentiated quizzes from“tests”and focus more on celebrating progress
through feedback from educators. Instead of giving visible scores to evaluate the
performance, learners will have feedback or comments from educators no matter
the answer is correct or incorrect. FutureLearn wants to create an activity for
learners to get motivated from the interaction with educators but not stick on
the scores or correctness. Learners are expected to get engaged from feedback
of each quiz and enhance the learning performance in order to understand more
related knowledge. Tests tend to be an activity which presents result by scores
and learners get motivated from the high scores. This will somehow lead to learn-
ers persist on results instead of content reflected by the test. Even at off-line
classroom education will apply quizzes during one slot of teaching session to give
a chance for students to demonstrate the knowledge they have learned. Tests are
taken to check result of a relative long period study at the end of one stage of
learning. For FutureLearn online learning, both educators and learners do not
want to have too much burden during the learning. Quiz is the proper activity
which can be taken during the course launch and social study situation.

2.2.2 How could quizzes helps in FutureLearn
During the design stage, course experience designers need to consider from the
methodology of designing the good quizzes which is meaningful to learners and
contributive to course experience. Questions are designed not only to enable
learners to check their understanding of knowledge but also challenge learners to
apply concepts into solving problems. To support implementing social learning
environment also, questions need to be designed as a reflection of educators’voice,
which can engage learners in the communication started around learning. More-
over, good questions should help learners to check the understanding of concepts
and ideas presented in the course. FutureLearn requires questions to be designed
focusing on skills such as solving problems by applying acquired and existing
knowledge, analyze questions by identifying facts and evidence to support propo-
sition or present opinions by making evaluation on information, ideas or quality
of work rather than just recall and understand knowledge. Good questions can
assist educators observe learners from answers and can provide learners a way to
develop various skills. Moreover, every possible question response should mean-
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ingful and present the deficiency on knowledge or learning process. Also need to
provide feedback to motivate learners on solving the problem by themselves.

In FutureLearn platform, other than provide quizzes as a chance for demon-
stration, but also regard feedback after quizzes as a key part of course content.
In support of this, feedback is designed as a response from educators to learners
answer and also a inspiration towards the knowledge attached in the question.
Not only just imply the answer is either correct or incorrect, feedback is expected
to guide learners on what they can do to arrive the correct answer. As one part
of this, feedback for incorrect responses also need to be designed meaningful and
avoid directly presenting the correct answer [4]. FutureLearn wants to encourage
learners that even they choose the incorrect answer, their reason on selection is
worth to be celebrating as if they can tell the misconception and misunderstand-
ing. In this concept, no matter which answer they choose, the progress on study
will be encouraged. Feedback is believed to facilitate the development of self-
assessment in learning for learners [13]. Therefore even if learners do not have the
correct answer, they can still be motivated by the response and want to explore
more on the related field to solve the problem they discovered from this question
initiatively. Also, good feedback are expected to encourage dialogue between ed-
ucators and learners. High quality information can be delivered to learners about
their learning and reflection of course design can be provided to educators.
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Chapter 3
Research Design

3.1 Research Field Explanation

3.1.1 Stakeholders
In order to provide to the society for more high quality education via the Internet
and create a learning environment under the social communication, to enhance the
interaction between each other during the learning process, FutureLearn platform
works with different stakeholders together to developing courses and launch to
the public learners. This research joins as one part of the corporation work and
deliver course to learners together with other stakeholders.

• FutureLearn Platform
FutureLearn works as a platform, proposing the vision and spirit of Fu-
tureLearn social learning platform. They support different from the very
beginning by deciding the core part of platform, making out the mechanism
of delivering a course, and approaches on designing the course and learn-
ing experiences. FutureLearn platform also responsible for management on
various of courses and developing the system on recommending courses to
learners and observing learners’behavior overall. Not only learners, but
also course providers such as universities will get suggestions and informa-
tion from FutureLearn platform and continue running under support from
FutureLearn platform.

• Keio University
Keio University is the only Japanese university corporate with FutureLearn
on providing courses. Keio University support the course content developing
and become the content provider to different courses. By corporations with
FutureLearn related stakeholders, Keio University spread Japanese culture
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and explore more on high quality online education knowledge. Under the
help from Keio University, course development can well use all the resources
owned by Keio and contribute to Japan massive open online course devel-
opment by the experience of providing course in FutureLearn platform.

• Learning Design Team
Learning Design Team is mainly formed by member from Research Institute
for Digital Media and Content, Keio University. Corporate with educator
from Keio University, learning design team focus on design the learning ex-
perience following the approaches proposed by FutureLearn platform and
responsible for all the course management from the beginning of course de-
velopment to the course launch period. By observing learners’behavior and
doing the corresponding research on social learning, learning design team
also responsible for updating and improve learners’social learning experi-
ence. This research belongs to one of the research under learning design
team and mainly focus on the course Sino-Japanese Interaction Through
Rare Books.

• Society
To support providing social learning experience to public, there also need
assistant from society. Such as promotion of courses on the social network
service, doing marketing with publishing company or education organiza-
tion. Also, related organizations get to know about social learning and
online learning platform by corporations with FutureLearn project so that
get in touch worldwide online education methodologies and knowledge.

• Learners
Currently there are learners come from over 200 countries registering as
learner on FutureLearn platform, and courses launched by Keio University
has over 40,000 joiners from 179 countries. Learners come globally share
their ideas and comments with peers any time they want, choose courses
with the topics they are interested in or they need to know more. Moreover,
they build connections with peers, educators or facilitators in the platform
meanwhile join the course. FutureLearn provided a new type of learning
experience to learners and receive the feedback and suggestions from them
to update the content as well as the approach to social learning.
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3.1.2 Course of Book series
In the courses launched by Keio FutureLearn, there are one series of courses
focused on introducing Japanese culture by using rare books collected in the
Keio University, which is called Book series, including Book 1 Japanese Culture
Through Rare Books and Book 2 Sino-Japanese Culture Through Rare Books.
Book 1 talks about Japanese culture history by introducing the evolution of scripts
and materials used in traditional Japanese books and the relationship between for-
mat and content in traditional Japanese books. Also talks history of printing and
publishing in Japan as well as the development of scholarship in early-modern
Japan [2]. Book 2 talks about the history of textual culture in East Asia and
Japan and the influence from China and Korea on Japanese book culture. This
course introduce the evolution of printing technology in Japan and the relation-
ship with religion. Also, there has brief introduction of well-known Chinese poem
collections, receptions and transitions of Analects of Confucius and their influence
on Japanese society [5]. Both of these two courses provide abundant knowledge
on East Asian culture or history and basic knowledge of Japanese and Chinese
literature. Book 1 is an introductory course and Book 2 develop for more widely
and multiple Asian history knowledge. Therefore Book 1 launched earlier than
Book 2, and learners who registered for Book 1 have the notification on studying
alongside companion course Book 2. Though both of these courses are taught in
Japanese, there are Japanese and English subtitles prepared for different learn-
ers. Also, these courses use a number of visual resources in different activities for
learners to have a clear image on rare books.

The most feature of Book series is the historical knowledge. East Asia history
are divided by dynasties or period, and in different dynasties or period, it have
different culture features. Therefore it is important to tell the name and time log-
ical of dynasties and periods as well as typical characters under typical historical
background. Moreover, visual resources are mainly rare books pictures collected
in Keio University, and content are written in Japanese or Chinese. Learners can
have a very close look by reviewing on the e-book system.

3.2 Learners’Analysis In Book series
In FutureLearn platform, learners can choose any course freely and join the course
mainly by registering the course during the open period. Then join the course
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when the course start by browsing the webpage. Relatively, no matter what
category of course content is, learners from English speaking countries owns the
highest proportion, so that when considering to the course learning experience de-
sign, it is important to take English speaking countries’ background as a reference
and have supporting materials to assist during the learning process.

According to the survey conducting to learners in every course after study
(Figure 3.1), averagely over 41% of learners have the Bachelor degree, 26% of them
have Master degree, 7% of them have Doctor degree. A considerable proportion
of learners have secondary degrees and some of them have even tertiary degrees.
This result shows that course are mainly based on higher education level and
gathered some professional learners in the field in the learning environment, who
can share more with amateur learners. Higher education learners have the ability
and skills to accept new style of learning and can get used to the changing learning
environment faster. Moreover, they have the desire to explore more on course
content and look for answers as long as they have problems. Therefore most of
learners are expected to start conversation actively no matter with learner peers
or with educators and facilitators. But on the other side, for learners who have
not join the survey, some of them may have the different level on background.
Therefore when design the course interaction experience, it is important to think
of how to assist on building up connection between learners with gap on knowledge
recognition. Also during the learning experience design, educators and facilitators
need to consider more on help learners in different level to have meaningful learning
experience as well as improving their skills after taking the course. How to guide
professional learners to share learning information and join the conversation with
other learners initiatively is the key component need to be notice.

Besides, take the general view of all course running by Keio FutureLearn team,
learners aged from 18-35 takes the highest proportion and other age range takes
proportion averagely also. Learners come from a wide age range joined the course.
This is also another component need to be considered during the course learning
experience design. Learning method and acceptance of knowledge is different
according to different generations. It is interesting that various age range learners
are interested in the same field of knowledge, but have different learning behavior
during their study. How to help them on solving problem and experience more on
social learning is worth to be observe as well as thinking during the research.

Most of learners join different courses by their interests and some of them wants
to learn more on supporting their daily work. Also, FutureLearn will recommend
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Figure 3.1: Learner’s Highest Education Level (Data from FutureLearn)

Figure 3.2: Learner’s Age Range (Data from FutureLearn)

course to learners according to their interests and previous learning record. For
Book 2, as companion course, there may have some learners come from Book 1
and choose Book 2 for more knowledge. For learners who wants to enrich their
knowledge on specific field, they may chase for more professional learning content
and specific conversations towards the topics thy are interested in. For learners
who wants course content to help their work and probably use the after-work time
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on study, it is important for them to have a comprehensive understanding of the
course so that course content would not be the burden during their experience. To
sum up, there are learners choose course with different purposes and expectations.
When designing learning experience, it is also important to consider these factors.

3.3 Circulation of Running the course
Every course launched by Keio FutureLearn will be managed by the circulation of
running a course. Learning design team worked together with other organizations
to ensure the quality of each course. Once the course is decided to be provided,
learning design team will start this circulation and continue update following
the procedures, ensure the content satisfied learners’need and knowledge being
renewed in time.

Figure 3.3: Circulation of running a course

• Preparation/ Development
When course category and theme are decided, FutureLearn team will start
with step preparation. In this step, FutureLearn team will corporate with
professors in Keio University and educators from other organization, dis-
cussing about themes’ detail and what kind of content should be provided.
Then develop and produce the course content following the schedule of con-
tent preparation. Various of materials including video, article, quizzes, dis-
cussion board and so on will be developed by Keio FutureLearn team and
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other organizations to fulfill the course content. For example, FutureLearn
team will corporate with video shooting team, working on course video
shooting and editing. Also works with professors on gathering literature
material and collecting figure material which will be used during the course.
Once the course has been launched for the first time, educators and learning
designers will summarize learners’ survey, collect the feedback and sugges-
tions towards course content and management. Then revise the content and
prepare for the next launch.

Figure 3.4: Video material and Article material provided in FutureLearn course (Screenshot
from FutureLearn)

Meanwhile, considering to support social learning experience, materials are
designed referring the feedback from learners and apply “Direct learning
from others” by fulfill the course content to trigger more comments. This
research mainly focus on Book 2 which is developed after Book 1 but share
the same category with Book 1. Therefore content of Book 2 are prepared
combining the feedback from learner behavior observation, surveys and com-
ments from Book 1.

• Launch/ Relaunch
After all the contents are well prepared and developed, course will be launched
following the schedule. During the open period, course content are open to
every registered learners. Global learners share their knowledge and opin-
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ions here and discuss questions with educators, facilitators and peers during
launch time. Usually the course contains contents which takes 3-4 hours per
week to learn and last for 2-4 weeks. For each week, contents are distributed
into several“steps”and learners can press “Complete” button to mark this
step as finished. Learners can also have a look of their learning progress
from homepage of the course. To enrich learners’ learning experience, facil-
itators joined course launch as assistant during the period and help build
interactions during the learning.

Figure 3.5: Progress of learning for learners to check (Screenshot from FutureLearn)

• Reflection
Course will be closed after the launch period and learners will be informed
to help finish a survey to assist educators and facilitators on revising and
updating the course. This stage is called Reflection in the circulation. There
will have usually 5-6 months between two launches. During these months, fa-
cilitators need to analyze data gathered from learner’s answer of the survey.
Questions are designed very detailed, using the template from FutureLearn
framework. To enhance social learning experience, questions focus more on
knowing different kind of activities such as evaluation from learners about
various course content, interactions between each other, engagement of ed-
ucators etc. Questions can be answered by multiple choices or commenting
for more suggestions. Result are presented as percentage of graph or sum-
mary of comments and suggestions. Contents will be changed according to
the reflection result from learners to satisfied learners’ need. Also, facilita-
tors and educators will discuss about problems they met during the course
assisting period. Observing learners from another angle and come up with
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new ideas as well as solutions towards the potential problems.

3.4 Research Problems and Questions

3.4.1 Course Content Analysis
This research focused on course Book 2, Sino-Japanese Interaction Through Rare
Books, trying to find out method to help enriching the social learning experience
during study this course. As the companion course of Book 1, this course mainly
talking about the development of Japanese culture from the perspective of inter-
action between Japan and other Asian countries such as China and Korea. By
introducing a lot of Chinese books, this course tells different literature knowl-
edge and how these books represent one short period in the history. Therefore it
would be better if learners have preview of knowledge on Chinese books, which
is“foreign book”to most of learners. Also, this course introduce how books and
the corresponding culture made their way from China to Japan and what kind
of impact had been made to that period and after world. Since course professors
are Japanese and talking in Japanese, it will be difficult for learners to have a
comprehensive background just by reviewing this course. Moreover, one of the
goal of this course is about exploring the connection of religion culture among
Asian countries. Topics including Buddhism are covered and introduced along
side with rare original books. Though learners may have difficulties on reading
original books, there are pick-up articles designed for learners to have a summary
idea on the inheritance and flow of religious culture as well as the influence created
from those periods.

3.4.2 Problems found
During the course reflection of Book 1, there are feedback pointed out that learn-
ers from Europe and America has problems on some historical point such as
Japanese history has too many period and they cannot handle time logic, they
are not familiar with Japan history and want to know more about the background
knowledge. Book 2 has the similar field of knowledge but more counties and top-
ics are involved, so taking the feedback from Book 1 as a reference, during the
preparation of course supporting material, problem is considered mainly as mul-
ticultural learners may have the problem on the lack of historical knowledge. For
Book 2, not only Japanese culture but also Asian culture like Chinese history,
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Korean history are mentioned. Other than that, it has been found that if learn-
ers have too many confusion on history knowledge, they tend to talk less in the
comment field since they have worries on cannot catch up with peers who already
know these knowledge and they feel embarrass to put their basic questions to the
public. But for the“professional”learners, they are willing to share more expe-
riences on deeper topics or know more about some details, which is also difficult
for new learners to catch up and learning. So for the learners lack background
knowledge, they just don’t join the discussion but cannot learn more from other’
s discussion. In this way of learning, their cannot experience “direct learning
from others”during their study.

3.5 Approach to research
FutureLearn promoted the concept that best courses for learners are developed
narratively, providing content for learners with more opportunities and experience
that guide learners from evaluating existing knowledge, exploring new knowledge
and topics to examining and sharing conflicting opinions, and as well, toward to
the resolution of problems or questions by conversational and interactive learning.
Therefore, FutureLearn proposed the approach of learning and course design which
has the principle on“visible learning”. Visible learning here emphasis on designing
teaching and course structure visible and clear to learners and learning process
is visible and straightforward to educators. Considering to learners come from
a wide range of nationalities and backgrounds, course and learning experience
need to be designed well adaptive with multiple paths get closer to the content
according to the performance of different learners. Learners have various method
to learn so that they can make their own choice on what should be paid more
attention and works to study by visible and clear structure and label on course
content [1].

To conduct this principle of visible learning, there are three approaches that
considered as constituting the design concept which is story telling, provoking
conversation, and celebrating progress. This research targeted in the course Sino-
Japanese Through Rare Books also complement course and learning design by
these 3 approaches to enriching learners’social learning experience.
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3.5.1 Story telling
Story telling is the unified framework of direction on how the course being devel-
oped to learners. Course are designed into steps with a progressive and engaging
thread. Every step connects with each other consistently and ideas and knowledge
should be interconnected from content design rather than dependent from each
other. Even if learners skip some steps, they should be able to start from one
point to dip-in to any steps which they are interested in and be more aware of the
main thread that the course wants to deliver. Learners may change their learning
method at any step, or change their mood because of the acceptance progress
of content. To correspond to these situation, and continually engage learners on
learning, making the content linked with each other and help learners on build
up the image of course main thread is important for course and learning design.
Accordingly, supporting materials works as assistant for course content. To fulfill
story telling of the course content, and lead learners experience different method
of social learning, this research works on the observation of learners and design
supporting from the story telling to help learners enriching their social learning
experience from the course Sino-Japanese Interaction Through Books.

3.5.2 Provoking Conversation
Conversational learning is the core part of FutureLearn’s principle on design course
and learning experience, which also guide to the solution of gathering learners
come and learn. Including VIDEO, there are also ARTICLE, DISCUSSION and
QUIZ designed as different types of steps. Every step is designed to lead learners
to reach the expectation from educators under the environment of sharing and
interacting with others inside course, no matter which step they choose to be the
start or jumped in. Make the content continuously is important for learners to
feel welcomed and integrated.

VIDEO and ARTICLE steps provided more knowledge than other steps, and
therefore need to be well considered on leading learners to think more and under-
stand comfortable for different knowledge background learners. Alongside these
materials, this research focus on using supporting material to help build the conti-
nuity, connecting spaces between each steps and provoking potential conversation
from learners to courage the interaction happens. Additionally, other than the
comment field in each step, type DISCUSSION is designed for further conversa-
tion between learners, educators and facilitators. For courses in FutureLearn, a
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large proportions of learners are willing to join the conversation. In course Book
2 which is also the main course this research aimed, there are small proportions
of learners join the conversation actively. For the learners who doesn’t choose
to comment nor interaction with others, they may have one-way relationship by
just reviewing others’comment or pressing“like”to others’comment. To help
them learn more knowledge from the shared comments and ideas, design of DIS-
CUSSION step is very important. Information shared here can also contribute to
their learning experience through this kind of “one-way relationship”. It has
benefits to learners for provoking meaningful conversations other than just answer
questions by yes or no. Therefore questions designed in DISCUSSION part should
be able to trigger the thinking of applying new knowledge into conversation and
to solve the problem with combination of new knowledge and existing ideas. In
this way can learners share not only their existed knowledge but also different
ideas toward common course content [14].

3.5.3 Celebrating progress
Creating opportunities for learners to demonstrate knowledge they learned and
celebrating their progress is important for course and learning design following
the social learning concept in FutureLearn platform. Steps like DISCUSSION
and QUIZ are designed for demonstration of new knowledge and combination be-
tween existing information with learned knowledge. DISCUSSION provide a way
for learners to reflect what they have learned and be encouraged by demonstrat-
ing their point of views through the conversation and get assigned from peers,
facilitators or educators. Learners also need QUIZ step to check how much they
have understand new ideas and concepts. Therefore must provide them mean-
ingful feedback that can guide them to deeper understanding towards the course
content as well as support them for further growth. Good question should be
designed which can create the comfortable environment which every response are
worth to be celebrated. Under this situation can learners been encouraged and
face to the problems existing currently. This is also important for building inter-
action between educators and learners. Instead of simple“correct”or“wrong”,
more detailed feedback related with course content will help more on guiding and
engaging learners on continue study. Feedback from educators with more words
and comments can help a lot on that and also contribute to build the continuity
of the course story telling.

After finish reviewing content of each step, there have one design called com-
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pletion step. Learners use this to mark the steps they have learned. Though this
action is just a small scale of celebrating, it can accumulated to be a larger scale
celebrating on progress page which have finish progress visible to learners. Course
are designed not to emphasis the completion rate of course to make learners study
under a comfortable environment, and leaving this action to be a motivated and
engaging behavior for learners to experience the encourage and celebration from
themselves. During their learning experience, each step should be design as one
progress which lead to their goal of study. Since the completion step is conduct
under learners’will, this research also analyze the completion rate as one of the
standard on learning experience evaluation [21].

3.6 Research Mission
This research aims to help enriching social learning experience in course Sino-
Japanese Interaction Through Rare Books (Book 2) for learners who choose this
course using social learning methodologies FutureLearn platform promoted. By
observing learners’behavior and performance during course launch period to
find out existing problems and conduct corresponding method and design to help
enriching the learning experience following the concept of social learning.

Developing a course and Running a course To launch a course following
the circulation, there are several related organizations worked together in differ-
ent roles. Under the corporation between each other, can courses being active
and continuing update. During course developing period, there are 3 issues need
to do, including course content design, course content development and course
management.

As for course running period, there are 2 issues need to deal with, one is overall
facilitation during course launch time, second is the support during running pe-
riod. To implement the social learning experience and help learners get motivated,
stakeholders worked together on keeping course active.

During the course development period, this research aims to be the role of
course learning designer by proposing design that implement from the perspective
of Direct Learning From Others. Through the design of supporting material of
the course to fulfill learners’need and trigger more of their potential on learning
socially. Combine the feedback from surveys and observation from Book 1, ana-
lyze to find out how learners behave during course launch, how to they react with
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Figure 3.6: Developing a course

Figure 3.7: Running a course

existing contents and materials and how do they interaction with other stakehold-
ers. Direct learning provide the most direct and visible contents for learners to
study and also be the first engagement that may trigger the further interactions
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between learners and other stakeholders. Considering of this, contents and sup-
porting materials need to be designed for common learners and into the way that
they can absorb and respond naturally and smoothly.

During the course running period, this research works as the role of facilitator
and help learners enriching the social learning experience from the perspective of
Zone of Proximal Development. While observing learners during the launch time,
join the course as facilitator to enhance the interaction between learners and
educators. One of the advantage of social learning platform is to gather people
with same interests towards one topic and encourage them to share comments and
help each other by providing answers or ideas if there is questions put forward.
This course works as a media for gathering learners. Not only learning from the
course content, but also learning from other learners’comment or discussions
between learners and educators. This research works as facilitators is the role of
enhancing the communication and provide the environment for learners to learn
from others in a more easy and relax way.
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Chapter 4
Actions

To enrich learner’s social learning experience in Book series course, this research
started from preliminary research in the first book course Japanese Culture Through
Rare Books, then take actions in designing course learning experience for Book 2,
Sino-Japanese Interaction Through Rare Books, to solve the problems which may
happens in companion courses. According to the course developing circulation, get
inspiration from the reflection part and take another action to implement for the
further learning experience. This research totally have 3 actions taken, following
the approaches of FutureLearn course and experience development approaches.

Figure 4.1: Actions been taken in the research

Combine the observation of learners’ behavior during preliminary research and
analysis of reflection from course survey, the problem of multicultural learners lack
on Asian culture background has been found. Different level on existing knowledge
of every learners leads to the result that some of the learners cannot study clearly
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and fully understand the content in the time as expected. Moreover, it affects
them on joining the discussion with other learners who may handle deeper than
them as well as educators. Also, since it is a burden for some learners to get
well understanding of course content, it is also difficult for them to learn new
things from the discussion. Therefore they cannot learning under the comfortable
environment, and get frustrated from not able to have social learning experience.
To solve the problem and help learners enriching the social learning experience,
this research works as facilitator and experience designer, can solve from the
following 3 approaches proposed by FutureLearn:

First, according to “Story Telling” approach, lead learners on continuing study
and help them fill the deficiency of course content. To implement it, this research
takes action on designing supporting materials for multicultural learners to help
understanding historical and geographic relationship among Japan, China and
Korea.

Second, following the “Provoking Conversation” approach, help learners on
building connection with each other and enhance social learning environment.
To achieve this, this research takes action during course launch period as the
facilitator of course which assist and guide learners on discussion and communicate
more based on course content.

Finally, following the “Celebrating progress” approach, engaged learners on
continuing study and interact with others. To support this, this research de-
signed quiz step within one activity to motivate learners from answer questions
put forward by educators and get encouragement from feedback of the answer.

It is difficult to distinguish 3 approaches clearly since every action taken in
the course learning experience design influenced each other and works together to
achieve one goal which is to enrich the social learning experience. Though in this
research, every action are taken focused on one approach, other two of approaches
will be inferred and used to support on achieving goals.
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4.1 Action 1: Extra supporting materials to im-
prove Story Telling

4.1.1 Supporting material designed for first launch for mul-
ticultural learners

The first action taken to enrich learners’social learning experience following the
approach of “Story Telling”, which try to help on understanding the course con-
tent and create learning environment for multicultural learners on decreasing the
burden on culture background knowledge. To achieve story telling, this action
designed supporting material combing the historical timeline with geographic lo-
cation spot of related countries, to support and help complete the image of history
background talked in week 1 and week 2. The supporting material is expected to
be the role of connecting different steps and build connection between each steps
for learners to grasp the main thread this week wants to talk [1].

In Book 2, common theme is about Asian history, especially on Japanese
history, which is a little bit difficult for some learners not from Japan or Asia.
To help multicultural learners who has problem on lack the knowledge of Asian
history, this action thinking of the design of supporting material for learners as
the assistant during their learning. Therefore, considering to history, the key
components here are chose to be the historical timeline, and geographic spots.

Considering with the feature of Asian history, Japan has different periods and
the role of Shogunate and emperor changed with the history too. China has also
various dynasties with different emperors. Books are the publishment of culture,
and Sino-Japanese Interactions Thorough Rare Books also emphasis on books
not only from the content, but also introduce the pattern of producing a book to
present how culture been imported and localized. Interactions between countries
are shown in Books. To explain this idea of the course, a lot of rare books are
introduced from different periods or dynasties. From the feedback by learners of
Book 1, it is difficult for some of multicultural learners who has no pre-knowledge
to make it clear on the historical timeline. Also when name of location mixed
with name of dynasties it will be more confusing. Thinking of the unfamiliar with
Asian history and geographic location of countries and cities, this research worked
on the design of timeline mapping materials for learners as supporting materials
to have more direct and smooth understanding of course content.
Historical timeline
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Figure 4.2: First version of Supporting Material - Week 1

Content of week 1 and week 2 focus on the interaction between China and
Japan by transmitting Analects of Confucius from China to Japan and influence
created in Japan under the spread of Analects. To help implement the story
build up in the course content, supporting material firstly make the historical
timeline of China, Japan and Korea, then lined them up together for learners
to have a clear comparison so that they can have a full image on the timeline
parallel with their own country. Then picked up main events introduced in every
step and pointed them out from the timeline with step marks. This is expected
to be the role of guidance and summary of the content for the week. Also, to
support the content story telling, a clear time period picked up can provoke their
existing knowledge towards that time. This can encourage learners on sharing
more familiar knowledge with others and demonstrating existing knowledge with
new information taught in this course.
Location Spots

Other than historical period, there are also some spots where happened histor-
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Figure 4.3: First version of Supporting Material - Week 2

ical event. For learners come from globally, it is difficult that everyone is familiar
with Asian geographical location or even Japanese, Chinese and Korean geograph-
ical location. As the important knowledge, transmission of books talked in this
course happens from China to Japan, or from China to Korea then to Japan. To
have a image on the relative position is helpful to learners to figure out the process
of transmission. Moreover, course provides video material which is shoot from the
historical location as well as the picture material that is current view of historical
spot too. Point out which locations have been talked during the course on the
map also contribute to help learners build the whole image of the course content.

The goal of the supporting material is to help learners have a clear framework
on the timeline logic and locations so that balance the difficulty created by the
course content and decrease the culture burden for multicultural learners. Also on
develop interaction experience, learners are expected to have more discussions on
related knowledge and more willing to share existing information with each other
such as answer questions and provoke conversation actively.
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4.1.2 Interaction During the Course Launch
The designed supporting materials are insert in the PDF material which provided
to learners for download in each week. For week 1, designed timeline and map is
combined with the script material and set at the start of each step, and for week
2, timeline is separated to be another PDF and provide the link at first step in
week 2 for learners to download.
Questions and answers

During the course launch, facilitators also join the discussion as well as observ-
ing the learners’ behavior during their study process. It can be seen that in step
1.3 which provided the timeline and map material, learners leave comments about
not only the course, but also about the timeline and map materials. Learners leave
comments under the comment field showing that they feel helpful of having this
timeline and map material and get clear on the new knowledge. As it is shown
in the figure, other than knowledge related with history, one of the learner put
up the question on language also got reply from learners who have knowledge on
Japanese language. Supporting material here just provide the name of different
period and dynasties, learners are guided to find out new information and build
up communication by this new knowledge mentioned.
Sharing information

There are some learners created the common online note on their own ini-
tiative, talking about their understanding towards different period in Japanese
history and shared the link with others in the comment field. Since everyone
can share their ideas and existing knowledge in the common note and comments,
learners with less knowledge on dynasty or time periods learned a lot from the
knowledge sharing. Step 1.3 set the the beginning of week 1 as well as the whole
course, learners start their conversation by replying to the shared information or
just by pressing “Like” to show their participation to the course. According to the
approach of “Telling Story” and “Provoking Conversation”, supporting materials
help learning on engaging them to complete the story talked in the course content
and trigger the discussion by themselves. Even without the teaching and existing
of educators all over the study time, learners can help each other and build up
their knowledge framework by sharing the knowledge.
Building social learning environment

Besides than instant conversation, interactions happens no matter when learn-
ers come to the course. This course was launched in August 21, 2017 for the first
time and as it can be seen from the figure that the post of sharing common note
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happens in August 23. For learners who start the course together from the open
time, their process of learning are almost same and can share the information in
time. For learners who start the course or join the discussion late than others,
they will not have so much learners study together with them in the same pro-
cess. For these late comers, this post also contribute on creating social learning
environment since they can still view the common notes marked here and learn
from others who posted comments.

Figure 4.4: Course comment area (Screenshot from FutureLearn)

4.1.3 Evaluation and Feedback From First Launch
After the course launch, FutureLearn has designed survey for every learners giving
their feedback towards the course. Therefore, other than the learners’ behavior
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Figure 4.5: Screenshot from of the note’s link provided by learners

observed during course launch time, evaluation and feedback mainly comes from
the survey and the result analysis.
Overall Participation

For the first time of launch, there are totally 4,119 joiners who registered
this course, 1,734 of them started learning on time and became the learners of
the course. Learners are totally from 127 countries, most of them come from
British, America and Japan. Joiners from multiple countries shows the various
background of learners and the existing of learners’ difference on Asian history
knowledge background. Among these learners, about 27.0% of them completed
50% of the course and pressed “step completion” button and about 22.4% of them
complete 90% of the course. Compared with 4th launch of Book 1, the completion
rate of 50% and 90% have been raised.

Table 4.1: Course Measures of Book 2, first launch

Joiners 4,119
Learners 1,734

Learners with over 50% step completion 27.0%
Learners with over 90% step completion 22.4%

Weekly Complete Rate
From the data of complete rate for each steps, steps in week 1 has higher

complete rate than other weeks. Compare with other courses, complete rate after
first week of course launch will all drop a little bit. But for Book 2, the change
of complete rate tended to be stable from the later half of week 1. This stable
rate comes earlier and fixed than other courses. It can be referred that most of
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Table 4.2: Course Measures of Book 1, forth launch

Joiners 8,668
Learners 4,213

Learners with over 50% step completion 25.8%
Learners with over 90% step completion 15.7%

Figure 4.6: Enrollment learners background

learners made their mind on continuing the course or not earlier than other course
because they feel the learning pace and environment during the first week study.
For learners who continue learning, they are attracted by the course content and
encouraged by the learning experience that they can continue study with others
together. Supporting materials provided in week 1 contribute to build the helpful
learning environment and learners’ discussion triggered by course materials also
enhance the social learning experience at the start.
Learning Experience

The supporting material designed aims at help multicultural learners feel more
comfortable on joining the course content and help on supporting continuity for the
course content. According to the data from learners who accept the survey, 70.65%
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Figure 4.7: Complete Rate of each Step of Book 2, first launch (Data from FutureLearn)

Figure 4.8: Complete Rate of each Step of Book 1, Forth launch (Date from FutureLearn)

of them feel the level of course is about the level they wanted. Though there are
13.04% of them feel that it is slightly harder than they wanted, but it doesn’t
affect the learning seriously. It is important to design the learning experience to be
comfortable and suitable for learners so that they can get motivated alongside their
study process. The feedback from learners reflected both supporting materials and
course build the study content satisfied learners expectation.

Also, it is positive to see that learners give the feedback that feel attractive
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Figure 4.9: Result of Survey Question: How easy or difficult did you find the course (Data
from FutureLearn)

about the course and feel the course is technical but really useful to their expecta-
tion. By reviewing supporting material with course content together, over half of
learners feel they gained knowledge that can use in their work or career. Not only
learning from the course content, but also get support from materials on connect-
ing geographic location with historical timeline we got feedback on learners think
they know more about topics they are interested in and informed about social,
cultural and political topics which help them know more.

Figure 4.10: Result of Survey Question: To what extent do you agree with the following?-
By taking the course I’ve gained knowledge that I can use in my work/career (Data from
FutureLearn)
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Interaction Experience
To enhance the social learning experience, interactions such as comment and

build connections between each other during the course is treated as the impor-
tant experience which can be evaluate and analyze. This research works also for
improving the interaction experience for learners as part of enriching the social
learning experience.

Among learners who accept the survey, over 80% of them like or very like to
read comments posted by other learners, educators or facilitators. And 48.93% of
them like or very like to post their own comments. According to the social learning
methodologies, reading comments is one of the way to learn directly from others.
Especially for comments in week 1 and week 2 which the supporting material
designed for, there are 2,516 comments out of 3,841 comments in total. Just as
the observation during course open period, learners who has less knowledge gave
the feedback on they feel some comments are high quality that are constructive
to their learning though they cannot join the conversation sometimes.

Figure 4.11: Result of Survey Question: Please rate how much you liked or disliked doing the
following activities during this course- Posting my own comments (Data from FutureLearn)

Table 4.3: Comments in 1st run (Data from FutureLearn)

Week 1 1,701
Week 2 815
Week 3 704
Week 4 621
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Most of the learners like to comment and share the learning experiences. For
learners who comment and reply to each other, communications are build and
they got encouraged from “have reply” from their peer learners. Here is the
engagement account of top conversations from week 1. The question put up by
starter talking about not only related with course content, but also combined
with existing information and as a result of conversation, 52 replies here with
106 likes showing a lot of learners participated in and shared their ideas with
others. Though there is only one comment from course team in this conversation,
learners still get engaged by others without the direction from educators, which
is the social learning expected to be.

Figure 4.12: Facilitation dash board on top 3 engagement comments (Screenshot from Future-
Learn)

68.54% of learners feels that the interaction with other learners is “About
right”, and 53.93% of learners feels the interaction with course team is “About
right”. It is positive to see that over half of learners feel good and comfortable for
the interaction experiences and they give the comment that get engaged from com-
ments by other learners or by course team. To some extent, from the approach of
provoking conversation in FutureLearn experience design, what this research done
has motivated the potential communication and enhanced interaction experience
also.
Summary

According to the survey, 52.81% of learners feel “Excellent” to the overall
experience and 40.45% of learners feel “Good”. Learners gave the positive feedback
towards the course learning experience as well as the supporting material which
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Figure 4.13: Result of Survey Question: How do you feel about your level of interaction during
the course with the course team? (Data from FutureLearn)

Figure 4.14: Result of Survey Question: How do you feel about your level of interaction during
the course with other learners? (Data from FutureLearn)

helps on fill the cultural difference and facilitators’ support on building up the
connection and conversation between peers.

Additionally, there also have feedback with suggestions and new problems
appeared after first launch of the course. Compared with week 1 and week 2, week
4 has the least comment and complete rate also decreased from the data. Learner
pointed out that in week 4, there are many important historical figure appears and
involved in important event. From the perspective of learning design approach,
there still exist problems on continuity of course story telling. For example, there
are feedback brought forward that for the learners who was not grown up in the
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Asia culture, it would be a little difficult to deal with the overwhelming or complex
figure names. Moreover, they feel confused on keeping track of which figure get
involved with what kind of event or activities so that it will be a burden for them
to spend more time on memory instead of absorbing and demonstrating. To solve
these problems and enrich learners’ social learning experience, between the first
launch and second launch, second action was taken.

Figure 4.15: Result of Survey Question: How would you rate your overall experience of the
course? (Data from FutureLearn)

4.2 Action 2: Facilitation method to Provoke
Conversation for learners with a gap in knowl-
edge

4.2.1 Actions Preparations for Second Launch
The second action taken to enrich learners’social learning experience following
the approach of “Provoking Conversation”, which tried to enhance more commu-
nication between learners and learners with educators or facilitators during the
course study so that improve the interactive experience and trigger learners to
study from each other within the social learning environment. To achieve provok-
ing conversation for multicultural learners, this action works on decreasing the
difficulty of joining conversation during the course learning process and changing
facilitators’ actions on joining the conversation actively. This action is expected to
enhance learners’ performance on communicate actively with each other as well
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as with educators and facilitators to experience a more comfortable interactive
learning experience.

4.2.2 Decreasing the difficulty of joining conversation
According to the observation of learners’ behavior and feedback from survey, there
still have learners with different culture background knowledge, sometimes con-
versation only happens between professional learners, and the question they dis-
cussed is sometimes difficult for learners with less knowledge [21]. To encourage
communication for these learners, it is important to help them on decreasing the
difficulty on joining the conversation during the learning process. So first part
of this action is design the supporting material of a framework of course content
with important historical figure to assist learners have a clear and fast view of
different steps. Also can support on continuity of story telling, therefore create a
comfortable learning environment for multicultural learners to catch up conversa-
tions and build communication with others. Meanwhile, for the learner who don’
t have too much time on reading, reciting and reviewing for a lot of times, this
supporting material is expected to help them on grasp the content conveniently
and contribute in their own learning pace.

From the feedback of learners, content of week 4 has a lot of professional histor-
ical knowledge and spent hours over planed on learning. Therefore the supporting
material designed mainly focused on week 4. Week 4 talking about the history
that happened from medieval to early modern Japan, related with developments
in publishing in this period. The feature of history in this period is the change
of Shogunate and therefore policy and mainstream of academic scholar in books
of Chinese studies changed also. A lot of historical figures got involved with dif-
ferent issues happens to be different timing, which is all introduced by displaying
rare books and talking about the stories hide behind the books. According to the
feedback from first launch and the observation of learners’ behavior during first
launch, course content in week 4 has been reflected as a little bit difficult and
not easy to catch up with during the course launching time. Some of learners
pointed out that figures’ name are too confusing and cannot match with issue
correctly. Also, for learners who take this course as a development of their hob-
bies or interests, remembering names with timing have too much burden on them.
Therefore, it is necessary to create a framework of week 4 and works as summary
for learners to have a clear and fast overview towards whole week and make the
history issues matching with figures chronologically. To support multicultural
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learners on implementing history background, this design picked up important
historical figure as a key component during the design. Combine both important
figure with timeline, and explain what they have done under what kind of history
background. With more knowledge provided, learners are expected to learn more
on the related content and feel the continuity between each step.

Figure 4.16: Second version of Supporting Material - Week 4

Historical timeline
In week 4, the course content itself does not emphasis on chronological timeline

and the change of policy and mainstream of academic scholars caused by the
change of Shogunate. To help learners on building up the framework of week 4,
version 2 of supporting materials choose history time period as one key component
in the design as well as make the structure from the perspective of Shogunate
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periods. Moreover, paralleled timeline between China and Japan was inherited
from version 1 of supporting material. In week 4, step 4.4 to step 4.7, course talked
about Japanese scholarly transition by introducing Chinese poem collection books.
For learners to grasp more on the history background at that time, implement the
design with history timeline comparison in this version of design.
Important History Figure

For learners who have problems on recognizing the historical figures and match-
ing them with the issues they involved in, important history figures are chose to be
the other key component in the second version of supporting materials. According
to the course content, same figure may appears in several steps and involved in
different issues. Too many names and irregular appearance of them in different
steps may be the burden for learners to remember. Therefore, version 2 of sup-
porting material designed to make the summary of each key figure mentioned in
the course and matching them with the timeline from the first issue they partici-
pate till the last one mentioned in the course content. Also, for multidimensional
understanding, there are pictures for figures showing together with their names to
increase learners’ interests. Figures and the issues they involved can be treated as
the connection between each steps. Following the approach of “Telling Stories”,
make figures clear can contribute to connect the continuity between steps in week
4.

Changing facilitators’ actions

From the feedback of first launch, learners pointed out that they want more
feedback about questions they put forward and communications from educators.
Consider to the situation that there has language barrier between educators and
learners, it is facilitators usually do the translation of questions first and translate
professors’ answer back to English again, then reply to learners. With this situa-
tion, communication is been delayed and learners can not have direct interaction
with educators actually. The existing of educators and facilitators during learn-
ing period is important to learners. The interaction and feedback from them are
the encouragement to learners directly. To ameliorate this situation and provoke
conversation between learners and educators as much as possible, facilitators de-
cided to change the actions when joining the course and help more on building
communication.
Communication between facilitators and learners

In this action, facilitators are considered to posted more comments under the
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steps which has more questions from first launch. And instead of waiting for
learners to ask questions in comment field, facilitators post comment first to be the
start of communication such as welcoming words at beginning of course. Moreover,
combined with supporting materials, facilitators can leave comment related with
course content and guide learners to pay more attention on important knowledge
point which can help them on understanding the course structure.
Communication between learners and learners

As facilitators have the data of learners when they registered before the course
started, facilitators can categorize learners into several types by their existing
professional knowledge or learning purpose. Then during the course launch pro-
voke different conversations within different type of learners. In this way can
facilitators help learners find out peers with similarity of them and easily to start
conversation within the cohort have the same level of background or same interests
toward the course.
Communication between educators and learners

For the academic questions bring forward by learners, facilitators can answer
the question as participant of course and translate questions for educators to
check. To decrease the waiting time, facilitators’ reply will encourage learners on
continuing conversation and wait for the translation of educators answer. Also,
facilitators can make a summary of questions mentioned in the first launch to
see if there has same question appear this time. As long as learners have sim-
ilar questions in this launch, answers will be provided instantly. Though there
have language barriers which cannot be overcome soon, facilitators can join the
course as the bridge between educators and learners to ensure the conversation
and deliver the encouragement from educators to learners.

The goal of action 2 is to improve the interactive experience and motivate
learners to join the conversation so that can learn from each other. Use supporting
material designed to help learners build up the framework of history happened
between the medieval and early modern periods in Japan during their study,
meanwhile join the communication to help on building conversation between main
stakeholders involved in the learning process.

4.2.3 Interaction During the Course Launch
Supporting material in this action is also inserted in with the PDF material to-
gether for learners to download. And inside the PDF, supporting materials also
positioned at the beginning of each step.
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Questions and answers
In the second launch of Sino-Japanese course, facilitators also joined the con-

versation and discussion with learners together as well as observing the learners’
learning behavior. With the comment bring forward firstly by facilitators, learn-
ers have communications started in week 1 by simple reply under facilitators’
comment and press “like” to build one-way communication. Also, learners of this
launch have more interests on the poem and related literature knowledge, and
put forward many questions about the meaning of poems and meanings for lit-
erature content of the rare books provided as reference material. Some learners
are profession on the course content and have researched on field such as ancient
Chinese literature. They are willing to help answer others’ questions. Moreover,
compared with previous launch, learners this time have conversation not only un-
der the video steps, but also under article steps. Many of them picked one part of
the sentences from the poem or book paragraph to talk about their understanding
and put up questions for further thinking.
Sharing information

Learners who have existing knowledge are also willing to share their ideas.
Some of learners this time even out up questions about related knowledge. For
example, in week 4, step 4.4 to 4.7 are talking about Japanese scholarly transition
through Chinese book Tangshi xuan. This book was transmitted to Japan and
academically researched by Japanese scholars. Learners put up questions on the
content talking about in Tangshi xuan because they are interested in the Chinese
character culture. Not only develop the course content, but also attracted by the
related knowledge. Some of learners also comment with extra link to share the
knowledge they knew to others in the comment field. Some professional learners
also shared extra knowledge to other learners in the comment field, in the figure
shows, such as referring sentence from Shakespeare which has similar meaning
compared with passages mentioned in course content. Since course content fo-
cused on the Asian culture, western literature and philosophy posted here can
also be a interesting and useful example for learners to think and learn more.
Learners started this kind of behavior subjectively and demonstrating new knowl-
edge by putting forward new questions from these reference is a positive sign
for conducting and enjoying social learning. To enhance the connection between
learners and educators, facilitators also shared their idea and provoke the con-
versation by talking about the knowledge which is reflected to be the discussion
point from the first launch.
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Figure 4.17: Learners share comments with professional point of view (Screenshot from Fu-
tureLearn)

Building social learning environment
Compared with learners in the first launch, more learners in second launch

prefer following facilitators and learning from others comment and press “like”
building “one-way” relationship. Learning in the social learning environment,
facilitators follow back to learners and build connection as well as shared informa-
tion in the activity field. Therefore “two-way” relationship between learners and
facilitator are build successfully. Besides, some of the learners in this launch are
willing to share their personal experience related with course knowledge with other
learners. One example showing in the figure is when talking about rare books col-
lected in the library, one of the learners mentioned her experience of working as
a volunteer in the Museum of Asian Art. And she talked about the knowledge
with other learners. Not only put forward questions, but also sharing personal
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Figure 4.18: Course launched by Keio FutureLearn team (Screenshot from FutureLearn)

experience to help understanding or picture the course content initiatively. Un-
der the social learning environment created, learners can study by themselves and
associate existing knowledge with new discussion, which is the direction that ed-
ucators and facilitators are expected to. In the second launch, learners go deeper
and fulfilled used the knowledge facilitators can provided. Supporting materials
are also been helped on creating conversation key words and helped multi-culture
learners on basic framework and then are able to join the discussion with more
professional opinions.

4.2.4 Evaluation and Feedback From Second Launch
Same as the first launch, after second run of this course, FutureLearn provided
surveys to learners to collect the evaluations and suggestions from them. 5 months
between the first launch and second launch, consider to different joiners and differ-
ent background, there are evaluations and feedbacks come from new perspectives
showing from the data results.
Overall Participation

For the second run of the course, there are totally 923 joiners registered and
627 of them start learning. Compared with first launch, numbers of learners are
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decreased, but still have 79 countries of learner joined the learning. Same as
first launch, most of learners come from British and America, with also 77 of
them come from Japan who is more familiar with Japanese history. Same as first
launch, most of the learners finished course study, over 80% of learners finished
50% of the course, the completion rate compared with first launch has been raised.
This course takes 4 weeks, about one month, to study and most of learners spend
27 days to complete all the steps. This data shows that the pace of learning is
following educators expectation and content designed have not created too much
burden for most of the learners.
Weekly Complete Rate

From the data of complete rate, week 1 still has higher complete rate than
other weeks. Compared with data in first launch of this course, the change of
completion rate became stable at around step 1.7 which is earlier than first launch.
Also, for week 4 which has the supporting material added this time, number of
complete learners does not changed very acutely which means as long as learners
started week 4 and interested in the content, they will continue to finish the
whole content without skipping the content. Moreover, for the average visited
steps of per learner, data changes raised from 11.8 steps to 11.22 steps, which can
be inferred that proportionate more learners are interested in content of week 4
compared with first launch. The completion rate changes because of the number
of access learners changes. Find out the reason of leaving or not completing and
deal with how to extend access learners’ interests and develop them to complete
learners are the key components need to consider for next launch. From the line
chart it can be seen that same as first launch, the changing of sloping does not
change too much. But compared with unstable completion rate from step 4.8 to
step 4.10 in the first launch, completion rate changes more stable this time. Since
there is a sudden drop of step 4.8 in the first launch, in the supporting material
for second launch, one additional summary of historical knowledge focused from
step 4.8 to step 4.10 has been created. Under the help of the graph, the main
knowledge are more understandable for learners who felt confusing on these parts.
Learning Experience

The second version of supporting material designed according to the approach
of “Story telling” and contribute to support course content in the 4th week of all
the courses, which has been pointed out from some learners as confusing according
to the feedback last time. According to the survey this time, in learners’ employ-
ment and research area, this time has more learners come from creative/ arts
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and culture area as well as teaching and education area. That explained learners’
behavior on commenting with professional questions and posting information of
related western literature and art field. More professional learners joined made
the learning environment supported not only by facilitators but also from learn-
ers background. For the reason of choosing this course, some of learners come for
vitalizing their mind and learning for pleasure or satisfying intellectual curiosity,
some of them want to complement their personal hobbies or voluntary activities.
It can be analyzed that most of learners select this course under the situation
which do not want too much study burden come from course content. The de-
sign of framework on the history and important figures help them on reducing
the learning time and able to handle the knowledge faster. Under the help of
supporting materials, learners join and continue course with more relaxed mood
which can also motivate them on completing course study.
Interaction Experience

For the second launch this time, facilitators joined and posted comments more
than previous time. At the beginning of course, since the number of joiners are less
than previous time, facilitators joined more to enrich the discussion status as well
as help learners build up conversation quicker. During the course learning, facili-
tators also noticed that some learners this time prefer to review others comment
and press “like” and post less comment than previous launch. And some learners
come from professional field are more willing to share information and personal
experience about related field such as about art piece or discussing translation of
poem. To balance the course learning situation, facilitators posted comment this
time trended to provoke academic discussion related with course content and help
learners who has problems catching up with learners talking about professional
questions on engaging their learning as well as accompanying on learning process.
Though some learners just build “one-way” relationship and not join into discus-
sion positively, following to the approach of provoking conversation, facilitators
assistant them on posting their ideas and opinions towards course content and
create topics for other learners to join together.

According to the data, 62.50% of learners are satisfied or very satisfied to the
activity of discussion with other learners. From the picture of most engaging con-
versation in week 4, it can be analyzed that learners are more interested in sharing
knowledge in the related culture area. Since learners come from professional field
more and pursuing for hobbies here, topics without too much burden are easier to
provoke conversation and build interactions between each learners. Beyond that,
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form the picture of most engaging conversation in week 2, learners are willing to
put up questions related with basic course content and triggered more discussion
on the course content. Compared with first launch in week 2, learners are more
“brave” to share their opinion and question towards basic knowledge with each
other. This behavior encouraged learners with less knowledge background learn-
ers to join the interaction. Also facilitators and educators joined the conversation
to help solve the problems so that learners can get more information from the
comment field.

Figure 4.19: Screenshot from of facilitation dash board on top 3 engagement comments for
week 2

Figure 4.20: Screenshot from of facilitation dash board on top 3 engagement comments for
week 4
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Figure 4.21: Result of Survey Question: During this course, how satisfied were you with each
of the following? (Data from FutureLearn)

Summary
According to the survey, 62.50% of the learners very enjoyed the overall ex-

perience and it is also positive to see the feedback from learners that supporting
materials are fascinating for them and historical framework provided along the
course is very helpful. For second launch, facilitation paid attention on provok-
ing conversation for learners who are not from professional field and balance the
discussion from academic perspective. Also supporting materials designed for
learners to have a quick view of content specially for week 4 contributed to en-
gaging learners from saving their time on study and reduce the learning burden.
Under these actions on enhancing learning experience and interaction experience
can learners enjoy the overall experience during the social learning. In addition-
ally, from the feedback of learners, suggestions like want more interaction with
educators became the new problem for next launch. Though facilitators and ed-
ucators all come from course developing team, the role of facilitators is tend to
be provoking conversation and help continuing the conversation. Learners will
get indirect encourage from the answers or the comments posted. The role of
educators have more image on celebrating progress for learners according to the
approach. Learners have the need on communicating more with educators, which
means they need the direct encouragement form educators. This becomes the key
component for next design.
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Figure 4.22: Result of Survey Question: How much did you enjoy your course experience overall
(Data from FutureLearn)

4.3 Action 3: Support assessment for Celebrat-
ing Progress

4.3.1 Quizzes designed as the preparation for third launch
The third action taken to enrich learners’social learning experience following the
approach of “Celebrating progress”, which tried to help build learning environment
and create more social learning experience for learners under direct encouragement
and interaction with educators. To achieve celebrating progress, this action choose
to design and add quiz as one step of the course content. Combine the supporting
material created previous, quizzes and feedback focused on content of week 4 are
designed as the preparation for next launch. The quiz is expected to encourage
learners from the answer they choose for the quizzes. Celebrate the progress they
made during the course study as well as help them find out the deficiency of
knowledge so that get motivated from the feedback of educators.

Action has been taken as design the quizzes for learners to enhance the existing
of educators and provide more chances for building conversation between learners
and educators. Besides, from the feedback of learners, they want more quizzes
to do during the course. At first, course design team and educators considered
that too much quizzes might become the burden for learners during the study,
therefore set one quiz in step 2.14 to test learners’ knowledge.

After analyzing the learners’ behavior and feedback, it can be thought that
learners is actually looking for more feedback after giving the answer from ed-
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ucators, which is also a expression of pursuing the encouragement directly from
educators. Hence as the preparation of third launch, this action considered to
design new quizzes and feedback towards each possibility answer so that help
learners on checking academic deficiency, getting feedback from educators and
also want to creating more opportunity to start conversation between learners
and educators.

Just like FutureLearn framework designed the comment area next to course
content, implemented by one of the social learning methodology called direct
learning from others, take quizzes and get result of correct or incorrect, then
learning from the feedback of each answer to know which part of knowledge is
unclear during the study. Knowledge from different weeks will be integrated in
the quiz step to check whether learners understand the theories and how to apply
them to solve the problems. Quizzed content mainly focused on week 4, which
is the last week of course and involved several important knowledge into one
week. Also it is noticed that complete rate of week 4 is lower than other weeks,
and learner suggested in survey that week 4 taken more time to learn during
their study. Learners can learn directly from the quizzes and feedback provided
by educators. As one of the stakeholder in FutureLearn course, learners should
be able to learn from educators directly. Also, in the FutureLearn template of
designing the quiz, learners can get the hint of related steps from the feedback. In
this way can learners get instructions from educators and enhance the academic
performance. Meanwhile when learners reviewing course content and supporting
materials, questions are visible and integrated as part of course content. Learners
can also put forward questions at comment field and propose for further discussion.
“Quiz”

“Quiz” is considered as one of the key component in this action. According to
the survey, many learns pointed out that they want more quizzes. The need of
quizzes indicated learners need more practices toward new knowledge. Quizzes are
considered to be the key component in the design this time since doing quizzes is
the way to demonstrate knowledge learners have studied and check whether they
can apply them correctly. The application of knowledge and analysis of question
is the progress made during the learning process, which is also need to be celebrate
positively by educators and other peers. To achieve celebrating progress made by
learners, using quiz is the most directly and easy way for learners to participate
and get evaluation of their study [18].

Moreover, quizzes as demonstration is more like the connection between each
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steps which can contribute to story telling for the whole course content as well
as create continuous learning experience for learners. In the quizzes designed, it
can be seen that though the quiz content mainly focused on week 4, to answer
one question, learners need to apply the knowledge learning from week 2 also.
It is reasonable to review knowledge about “Gozan ban” in week 2 during the
study of “Gozan ban” mentioned in week 4 again. Knowledge talked in week 2 is
connected with content in week 4. Questions about “Gozan ban” involved in the
story telling, and help on implementing the story telling in week 4. This is the
check of skill of summary and to see whether learns understand the relationship
of different historical event.

Also, quizzes are integrated with feedback so that learners will get motivation
from the result of quizzes and have another topic for communication with others
to revise their knowledge. Designed the questions put forward indicated the con-
versation is firstly started by educators. Then learners answer the questions is
like to “reply” the conversation on discussing the topic. Then feedback got from
educators is the “reply” from educators to the performance on answering question.
Under this way can provoke discussion within learners by the guidance of educa-
tors and during the discussion towards same question, learners reviewed knowl-
edge and motivated to have further thinking on the topic. Meanwhile, quizzes
are expected to contribute to help learners on reviewing basic knowledge and pro-
voking further thinking towards course content. This arrangement is excepted to
be friendly to multicultural learners who cannot remember too much of historical
knowledge and who feels overloaded on the knowledge.
Educators

Educators are considered as the other key components this time to provide en-
couragement towards learners’ progress during learning and emphasis the interac-
tions with learners. According to approach “Celebrating Progress”, learners need
to get motivation and encouragement by educators from celebrating the progress
they made during the course study. To strengthen the existing of educators, each
quiz designed to have the feedback from specific educator, with educators’ name
and picture integrated with the feedback. Learners can have communication with
facilitators at the comment field, but since the language barrier, learners cannot
have direct conversation with educators in the comment field. By providing more
quizzes with educators’ feedback, can learners feel the existing of educators and
create the experience that learners get instruction and evaluation from educators
directly. In this way can they feel encouragement from educators according to
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Figure 4.23: Part of the quiz questions designed for week 4 (see more at appendix)

their academic performance. Also, questions are set by the important knowl-
edge proposed by educators and mark for learners to remind on review as well
as trigger deeper discussion. Under this design can enhance the accompanying
from educators and learners will get encouragement from the feedback no matter
they have the correct answer or incorrect answer. It will be helpful for learners
to get more academic instructions from educators directly. This is also designed
following direct learning that learning directly from educators for learners.
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4.3.2 Design process of Quiz
Since the next launch of Sino-Japanese Interaction Through Rare Books will hap-
pen in 2019, during the reflection and development period, quiz designed cannot
be test with learners, therefore 10 testers took the hypothesis test.

The quiz is designed using the framework provided by FutureLearn. Within
the defined structure, this action need to design from the title to feedback for
each answer individually. Referred to the existing quiz in week 2 and improved
content applying the quiz evaluation method proposed by FutureLearn, title and
introduction are considered to avoid the word “quiz” to release the potential psy-
chological pressures for learners that may create by quiz. For question design,
there are two template of questions can be chosen to implement. One is the mul-
tiple choice question, which need to design the question as well as several choice
for learners to select. The other is cloze question, which is the exercise of fill
in the blank space of one sentence to see whether learners can get the key word
described correctly. In this quiz, to improve the interests of learners during the
learning experience, two pattern of questions are selected. As this quiz is set in
week 4 and mainly want to help learners on improve the academic performance
in week 4, questions and key knowledge are decided focused on week 4.

Based on supporting material designed in action 2, in order for learners to
have a quick review on historical event and important figure presented in week
4, multiple choice questions talk about “Gozan Zen temples”, “Hayashi family”,
“Neo-Confucianism”. Instead of list the definition or timeline in the question and
answer for learners to recite, this quiz choose the question of directing learners to
comprehensive understanding on the related knowledge and be able to combine
knowledge learned from different steps in to analysis one summarized question.
Each question has 4 possible choice, and one of them is correct. When doing the
quiz, learners are expected to finish reading all of the 4 choices, which is designed
from different perspective of historical facts. For example the question about
“Gozan Zen temples”, since Gozan Zen religious was transmitted from China
to Japan and experienced a long history under the change of political power, 4
choices are designed to describe 4 important facts happened in 4 different time
period which influenced the development of Gozan Zen religious. But to encourage
learners think more and recall the knowledge they have learned, this question set
only one choice is correct, other 3 have incorrect description on confusing point
which has been mentioned in the previous two launches by other learners. But for
the feedback and evaluation, besides to tell learner whether their choice is correct
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or not, also provide hint related with this choice and the correct description for
this choice. When design the feedback content, words are chosen to be more
friendly and conversational and avoid to judge learners too much. In this way,
can learners study from the feedback no matter they got correct answer or not and
get encouraged since they got evaluation and instruction directly from educators.
Feedback designed for incorrect answers is also the way of celebrating progress with
learners by assisting learners find out the knowledge deficiency or misconception.

4.3.3 Evaluation and Feedback From Testers
After finish the quiz design, prototype of quiz are provided to 10 testers to test
and review. Then collect their evaluation and feedback to analyze from view of
learners and view of course learning experience designer. The quiz is formed in
FutureLearn course page and can be only reviewed by course organizer since it
has not been open to public yet. All of the test are previewed in the real situation
and testers joined the quiz by click quiz step (step 4.15), which is same as learners’
learning process.
Learning Experience

Firstly, feedback have positive response of the quiz structure which is consist
of 4 multiple choice and one cloze question to fulfill the learning experience for
learners. Quiz begins with the short introduction on guiding learners to know
about the knowledge involved in this quiz make facilitators feel welcomed and
friendly. Also they feel encouraged since the vocabulary and express designed for
quiz title and short introduction does not use the words like “quiz” nor “test”, but
choose “quick view” and “what else can you discover” to present the function of
this quiz in the course content flow as well as to guide learners have more deeper
thinking.

Secondly, for the content of the quiz, testers have also positive evaluation on
designed for knowledge of week 4. They feel it is important to help on checking
whether they understand clear in the last week of course, and provide another
chance for them to ask questions and communicate with educators. After answers
are given by educators, they believe learners want more communication about how
they understand about the knowledge which means learners will get motivated on
discovering the knowledge and think more to solve the problem. Also, if they
got incorrect answer, after finish reading feedback of this answer, they also want
to click on other answers to see the feedback given by educators. This is also a
behavior shows they want and can have more learning experience from joining the
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quiz.
Interaction Experience

Since the framework of quiz is defined by FutureLearn platform, this design
cannot change the system of providing the quiz, but to fully use the sections
provided to create interactive environment and motivations to communicate.

All of the testers reflected that they felt encouraged by the moment of pressing
“Submit” button and got the feedback of correct. Also they feel satisfied even
they got incorrect since there have hint of the solution detailed to step and have
explanations specific talks the answer clearly. Also, one tester who joined the
course just from second launch feels good about the instant feedback. She thinks
compared with put forward questions in the comment area and wait for educators’
feedback, answers chosen here will get the evaluation as well as explanation right
after submission is real encouraging and helpful. And after she got academic
evaluation, she still have problem with one of the answer, so that the hint of step
helps her go to the corresponding steps and put forward questions. That is exactly
the behavior this action expected to learners and how the new conversation is build
up.

One of the Chinese tester gives the suggestion on feedback part of the quiz. For
each answer, to explain in detail of the knowledge, there are one to two sentences
provided as correct answer and explanation. She feels it is helpful to have response
for correct or not, but too many words in feedback field is difficult to read and
cannot catch the point of this question as soon as possible. Consider to learners
who is busy on learning and don’t want to spend too much time on reviewing, this
feedback provided could be a burden during their study and decrease their moti-
vation on continuing as well as communicate with educators about their questions.
Similar feedback has been responded from one Japanese tester. He agrees with
to provide detail explanation to trigger learners’ thinking and deeper discussion,
but not include all the words in feedback section set by the framework. If edu-
cators “talk” too much in the feedback section, it will also decrease the potential
communication from learners. And he suggested to have link set in the feedback
section so that for learners who wants to check more detail, they can choose by
themselves following their own pace to build communication. Moreover, some
tester also suggested on building continuity of quiz with other steps to provoke
conversation. Learners will have the need to communicate with educators after
get the feedback of one question. But framework defined by FutureLearn have no
comment area in quiz step. To trigger the conversation happen and thoroughly
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celebrating the progress to learners, following the environment created by intro-
duction of the quiz, it will be more continuous if there are steps designed before
or after quiz step to complete the conversation.
Summary

According to the feedback from testers, it is overall positive toward the ac-
tion of design the quiz for learners to celebrate their academic progress during
the learning process. And also the feedback and instant evaluation from educa-
tor enhanced existing of educators, so that creating a learning environment with
companion of not only leaner peers, but also educators and facilitators. Moreover,
for course design process, quiz question design used to be a difficult part for facil-
itators. This time with the base of supporting material, quiz questions are picked
up easily and cover almost all the important knowledge in week 4. Supporting
material build the framework for week 4 and summarized the content. Therefore
referring the summary material can facilitators find the point and related knowl-
edge to create comprehensive questions for learners to practice. This experience
can also be applied to not only Book series, but also other courses for quiz design.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion

This chapter will give a conclusion of the research based on the evaluation of
actions taken as explained in chapter 4 and briefly talk about the related future
work of this research.

5.1 Conclusion
This research mainly focused on enriching learners’ social learning experience
according to the approaches applied in FutureLearn platform. Face to learners
with various background and different knowledge level, this research enhanced
their learning experience from course content learning experience and interaction
experience. Meanwhile achieved the encouragement to learners on joining the
course.

Following the approaches proposed by FutureLearn, this research enrich social
learning by completing story telling. Actions on enhancing the continuity through
designing the course content of supporting material assist multicultural learners
on completing learning experience and build the learning environment wherever
learners join the course. Also for learners who have different recognition on pre-
knowledge, supporting materials help them build the whole image of framework
so that they do not feel too much burden during the course study. Therefore
learners get motivated on continue learning and join the discussion about course
content to experience interactions with others.

Then this research enrich social learning by provoking conversations. Actions
on promoting communication through building the bridge between educators and
learners as well as guiding learners’discussion using the supporting materials
guided learners on building conversation. To overcome the language barrier be-
tween educators and learners, join the conversation first and post comments re-
lated with the course content. Then discussions develop around course content
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trigger more learners join in the conversation. By answering learners’questions
referring supporting material, guide learners to start more communication with
board topics. So that enrich learners’social interaction experience from differ-
ent perspectives and get motivated from social learning environment during the
course study.

Also, this research enrich social learning by celebrating progress. Actions on
designing quizzes for of learners motivate them from encouraging every learning
progress they have as well as instructing them on finding the knowledge deficiency
from the quizzes. By designing not only the questions, but also feedback for
every possible answer, create the learning experience that any progress in the
field need to be encouraged. Also from the perspective of enhance the interaction
experience, set questions is also a good start of a conversation between educators
and learners. To solve the problem of language barrier, predefined feedback and
posts can support on creating the positive communication environment for learners
to experience sharing information and study within social platform

5.2 Future Work
For the future work of this research, there has third launch which is planned to
start in 2019, and all actions taken need to be revised or improved towards the
new launch. Actions come up in this research have strong feature on supporting
course introducing Japanese culture, and learners also have the similarity who
choose the companion courses like Japanese Culture Through Rare Books and
The Art of Washi Paper in Japanese Rare Books. Therefore actions introduced
in this research to enrich social learning experience can be applied for similar
situation.

Also, with more learners joining the course, take the view of all course launched
by Keio Future, next step is going to research on solutions for specific type of learn-
ers. Continued the analysis of learners like this research to find the specific feature
of learners, it needs more analysis on learners’background and categories learners
with learning purpose, study routine or attitude towards social behaviors. During
the third launch, observe categorized learners’behavior, so that can find potential
problems or needs on experience social learning. Support different learners with
corresponding solutions can help them on a relative“customized”way. Also, the
type of learners and corresponding solution could also be applied to other course
with similar type of learners.
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Appendix

A Supporting Material Designed

A.1 Action 1- History Timeline with locations

A.2 Action 2- History Timeline with historical figures

A.3 Action 3- Quiz designed for Week 4
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